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Introduction to Ideas & Projects of The Comprehensive Plan

! The ideas and projects of The Comprehensive Plan (TCP) are our 
collective attempt to create a step by step guide to implement a integrated 
solution to our global crises and enhance the “user experience” of living on 
planet earth.  The most important thing to understand about TCP is that our 
goal is integrated implementation as a conceptual whole. Any single 
solution without integrated understanding of how it effects all other aspects 
of humanity and the planet can cause harm just as much as it may be 
helping a small segment of society.  With the TCP our goal is to look at the 
whole plan as an integrated system, so we are better able to compensate 
and mitigate issues and problems within any one sector of society as we 
build a transformative model.  Even though it would be amazing to 
implement and accomplish the entire TCP, realistically we will focus on the 
top priorities just like the first agenda items of a meeting.  The order, 
priority, and the ideas/projects themselves are all relative to the time period 
we are in, and can change based on public voting and the input of new 
ideas. To interact with TCP and submit your own ideas just go to the 
website: http://TheComprehensivePlan.com 

! Although each idea/project is listed in step by step order, they are all 
interconnected together and feed off of one an other. Currently the steps 
stated in this document are NOT established through democratic vote and 
are subject to change based on your voting and input.  Within each section 
at least one or more “steps” / priority projects are described clearly 
explaining the idea/project.  Then each section goes on to explain the 
integration of the steps and projects within that section of the TCP and 
reference systems and methodology as needed (for more methodology 
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information see the Methodology documentation.  In some way this will 
read like a manual or text book for applying solutions to problems, except 
that many times the solutions we propose have nothing to do with the 
problems that we intend to solve with them, and you may not understand 
how these ideas/projects will solve specific global and local crisis and 
problems until you understand the integrated aspects of how they all 
synchronize with each other, which is the comprehensive aspect of the 
plan, and the purpose of this document.

It is important to note that the steps of the comprehensive plan are not 
ordered based on their relationship to one an other and the projects areas 
and categories.  The steps are ordered by the priority for implementation.  
At the end of each step and project listing, there is a link to the category 
and related projects and ideas that can be supported. 

Also note: Internal “Backbone” plan URA  TCP is an external plan based on 
external projects and priority voting of the public based primarily on 
popularity.  Therefore it is also essential to have a organizational internal 
backbone plan to support the external projects and priorities.  The 
backbone plan as well as the components of that plan can also be part of 
the TCP but may not ever be a top priority.  The Internal Backbone plan is 
only controlled and voted on my active workers within the network.

Third section: Link to project category and related ideas and programs.

Section Outline:

First Section #1Top Priority:
1. CommUnity Elections

Second Section #2 - #3 Priorities:
2. Legalize the Industrial Use of Hemp
3. Break Up the Big Banks (BUBB) 

Third Section #4 - #6 Priorities:
4. Money Is Not Free Speech Campaign
5. Integrated Sustainable Design



6. Legalize Marijuana

 
Fourth Section #7 - #10 Priorities:

7. Idea Fun
8. People's Parallel Governance Systems
9. People's Law Posters  (Law By People)
10. Unity Flags

Fifth Section #11- #15 Priorities:

11.Unity Days
12.Rainbow Poker
13.Comprehensive Plan Book
14.Unituality
15.Community Lottery Pool

Sixth Section #16- # Priorities:

    Community Poker Meetings
    General Assemblies Network
    Declaration of Interdependence
    Grant Making Network
    ...

Note: The sections will continue adding one addition idea to each section. 
Section seven will have seven idea/projects in it.  More work will be done 
on the order and priority of each project or idea.

Link to More ideas: 

LIST ALL current options for Community Elections Voting, and then some... 
(At least URL voting options)

First Section #1 Top Priority:



1. CommUnity Elections

It is important to note, that the #1 top priority of the Unity Network will be 
decided through the annual community elections process, and until a 
annual election has taken place, this could be a year or more away, we will 
not have a agreed upon top priority.  For the purpose of creating an 
example of what The Comprehensive Plan will look like, we are using our 
current top priority even though it is certain to change as the Community 
Elections are an internal core structure of the network, as opposed to an 
external project which people are usually more exacted about supporting.

The Community Elections System is an idea we have been working on for 
over 2 years, and we are finely launching the Alpha stage. You can vote in 
the current Level 1 Election by clicking here: http://wc.tc/voteL1, it only 
takes 1 minute.  The general process is that anyone can input any idea, 
and then the community votes on them and the good ideas can bubble to 
the top.  The goal is to help prioritize the issues and ideas in a way that the 
masses can get involved in, cause it is all based on simple fast click voting, 
but can also allow donations, volunteering, and very advanced voting and 
ranking systems as customizable for different level elections and direct 
democracy.  The key is making it all integrated so that anyone from any 
group at anytime can be involved and empowered.    What ever issue or 
idea "wins" the election, the Unity Network will focus on that issue as the 
top priority for the community.   Yet we will create a priority "agenda" and if 
an issue isn't the top idea, it can still get done, just like the agenda items of 
a meeting.   For more info: http://CommunityElections.org

Integration of CommUnity Elections

As a core system of the Unity network, the Community Elections are 
integrated in numerous other programs that will be explained further as you 
read through The Comprehensive Plan.  One essential component of the 
vision for the Community Elections and an other way of thinking about it is 
that we are trying to bridge the gap between our local communities and 
official government voting.   The Community Elections create an 
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opportunity for bottom up grass roots elections and voting that take place in 
real time, every week, month and year.  This will fill the gap and eventually 
bubble up decision that can be incorporated into top down government 
elections that only happen every 2-5 years.  

Additionally the primary annual election for the Unity Network will coincide 
with Unity Day, which is the main annual event of the Unity Network.  The 
top priority event will be announced on Unity Day and be finalized as part of 
the local in-person conventions.  The only other key integration we will 
mention for now, is that the Community Elections also double as our 
primary fundraising system for both online fundraising, and field fundraising 
while doing outreach at community events and activities.   In addition to 
voting and volunteering on projects and ideas, people can donate to 
support the projects and ideas they want to be worked on.

The Comprehensive Plan uses results from the Community Elections to 
help order the priorities within the Plan.

Links to Related Projects & Ideas:

•Elections and Voting:
•Decision Making and Prioritization:
•People’s Parallel Governance Systems:

Second Section #2 - #3 Priorities

2. Legalize the Industrial Use of Hemp

Currently Medical Marijuana is legal in many states within the US, and 
smoking marijuana as a recreational substance is now legal in two states.  
This is great news for people who use marijuana as medicine for 
individuals, but the cannabis plant offers a much more functional use for 



our society, and that is Hemp.  And even after all of this increased ability for 
individuals to smoke marijuana, it is still Illegal to grow cannabis for the 
industrial manufacturing of hemp.  Hemp, unlike consuming marijuana, is 
capable of transforming the foundation of our entire economy and is a key 
step in the transformation of our entire society.  There is an endless laundry 
list of all the ways industrial hemp can be used in our society, and the big 
winners to keep it illegal are oil and forestry corporations, as well as others 
areas of society.

Integration of Industrial Use of Hemp:

Because of the huge utility of hemp, there are endless other projects and 
ideas that this can connect to, but for now we are going to keep this very 
simple and say that this projects is simply a core goal for general 
transformation of society.

Links to Related Projects & Ideas:

Economy:
Cannabis:
Health:
Sustainability:

3. Break up the Big Banks (BUBB)

Four US banks own 70% of the assets and represent 0.2% of the number 
of banks.  These four banks wield national power that is unimaginable, both 
throughout the economy as well as within our own government in 
Washington DC with a “revolving door” of government officials who are 
“cozy” with banks.  The process of breaking up the big banks is 
complicated and multi-faceted, but the general idea is to limit their size, as 
well as limit the amount of power and wealth they wield.  This includes re-
instating glass-stegal, and force the break up between hedge funds 
gambling in the stock market at 5% rates of return, and traditional banks 
that make loans at 3% returns.  This is the most important step to increase 
loans to small business which are the primary generator of the economy.  



From there we simply need to decide on what should be the maximum 
amount of % of assets that the bank industry should be able to wield.  5%, 
10%, 15%, 20%?  The banks would simply need to spin off assets to stay 
under the maximum size allowed within the market.  By limiting the size of 
banks, this limits the profits to the 1%, increase jobs and choice for 
consumers and small businesses, as well as reduces the power for these 
banks to control our economy and more importantly our government that is 
supposed to be controlled by the people.

Integration of Break Up the Big Banks:

Breaking up the big banks is an integrated component of the transformation 
of our society, which is the one of the most essential elements of our 
collective social transformation. 

This section needs lots of expansion to explain the many branches involved 
in diversifying, expanding, stabilizing, and subsidiary-izing of our human 
economy.

Subsidiary of the Natural Economy
Expanded human economy
Natural  Based Economy
Diversify Currencies and Multi Currency Economics
Natural Based Currencies
Reduce Money in Politics 

Links to Related Projects & Ideas:
Economy:



Third Section #4 - #6 Priorities:

4. Money Is Not Free Speech Campaign

Putting people first instead of money is a simple and easy idea to 
understand as our current economic and political systems are so obviously 
putting money before people, our governance, or our planet.  We all know 
this is not sustainable, and so do the greedy corporations and those who 
profit from them, so they look short term and try to squeeze as much profit 
as possible as fast as possible to get the greatest return on their 
investments.  If this means buying the media, buying the government, and 
buying people’s votes, then they will be first in line to sell and control 
speech to make a profit.

Lets  tell the world that Money is Not Free Speech and instead Money is Greed  & Corruption.  
We must take back our democracy for and by the  people, instead of for and by Money.  We must 
build collaborations  between all of the organizations fighting for the people's rights and  
reducing influence from BIG money and corporate lobbyists in our  government.

Our democracy is at the heart of the transformation of society, as it is rooted in 200 year old 
systems that are ready to evolve.

Integration of Money Is Not Free Speech Campaign

Evolution of Democracy 
Real Democracy
Community Elections
. . . 

Links to Related Projects & Ideas:
Democracy:

5. Integrated Sustainable Design
 The general idea of Integrated Sustainable Design combines all aspects of production, use, and 
re-use of resources and products into the design itself.  The law would simply state that no 
product can ever be put into production or sold without a pre-planned process for cycling the 
materials and waste after the product is used, and those costs must be included in the design.  
Every product would simply need to be designed to reduce the cost of proper cycling back into 



the resource stream.  To create a cyclical resource stream, we will have to convert all Landfills to 
Resource Cycling Centers.
 

As soon as you end the use of landfills, you have to re-think the design of everything, and the 
first step is Scientific studies and analysis including,  A Global Infrastructure survey,a  Global 
Resource management survey, all of which Goes into the Life Cycle Planning of Products.   In 
this way we can plan the entire history of a product including what it will be turned into after it is 
done being used, before we even make it.

Links:
Sustainability
Economy

6. Legalize Marijuana

Right now we have medical Marijuana except in Colorado and Washington State.  There is no 
question that this can expand, and reduce policing costs, reduce costs to prisons, and generally 
save tax payer money.  These days pharmaceutical drugs are a much bigger problem than a the 
public enjoying and smoking cannabis for medical purposes.  There is no reason to continue 
waisting money while taking away individual freedoms.

Integration
Prison
Individual Rights 

Links:
Wellness:
Prison
Education:
Drugs
Taxes



Fourth Section #7 - #10 Priorities:

7. Idea Fun

To help people document ideas, share them with the public, and build the resource capacity to 
make the best ideas reality.   
Slogan: Finding & Funding the Ideas that we have been waiting for.
IdeaFun is here to help people document ideas, share them with the public, and build the 
resource capacity to make the best ideas reality.

    “Its time to Find and Fund the Ideas we have been waiting for.”

We take a look at the world around us, and as a community it seems that we have a lot of 
problems in our society with a variety of global crises arriving.

Our philosophy simply states that maybe we simply haven’t found the idea or ideas that will 
solve our collective problems.  Or maybe the idea is out there but just hasn’t been supported with 
funding and resources.  So our solution is to create a support system to give any and every idea a 
chance at being the idea that we are all waiting for.  No matter if it is just a scribble on a napkin, 
or an idea you’ve been working on for years, and gave up on, we want to submit it to the public 
to decide which ideas are the best.

The most popular ideas, and the ideas that could possibly solve our collective social problems 
and crises will be directly submitted to the Community Elections where we will be bubbling up a 
single idea that we can all focus on.  for more information about Community Elections: http://
CommunityElections.org

Community Elections

Democracy
Ideocracy

8.People's Parallel Congress 
(Governance Systems)
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The entire People's Communications system can be created at the Glocal level, with State, and 
local parallel decision making bodies, and to create a system of people's communication across 
the World.  Currently the United Nations does not support communication between people across 
the world, it only supports communication between Nation States, and the special interests of 
Nation states, not the people within those nations. 

Note: the United States Congress currently has 7% approval rating, we can 
do better than that with our eyes closed.
The People's Parallel Congress is actually for the People, of the People, by 
the People, without lobbyists or direct corporate / business influence. The 
Peoples Parallel Congress, unlike the current official United States 
Congress would have...
     No Lobbyists
     No Corporate or Business influence or representation
     No decision making or voting based on Money
     No direct Elite influence or indirect influence from the 0.0000….0001%
         No influence from Big Banks, Weapons Manufacturers, Wall Street, 
Big Oil, Big Pharma, Big Telecommunications, Big Internet etc.…

The People's Parallel Congress will be Non-partisan, any party afiliation 
can be involved, and any actual person Can Vote for representatives 
including Elites, but that is the only way the richest of the rich and most 
powerful can be involved.  Elected or Appointed Representatives must step 
down from 0.0000….0001% Elite influenced Jobs, and be pre-automatically 
recused from any decision that is a conflict of interest with their current or 
previous personal job or income, as well as other life activities including 
political activities, affiliations and campaigns.  Additionally all 
communication, not just voting, must be documented and done in public 
NOT behind closed doors.  Overall the idea of People's Parallel 
Governance Systems can be done at the national level of any country 
(either congresses or parliaments), as well as the global level, or any other 
level of government.

Why go to all the Trouble to create such a body that has no constitutional or 
governmental power? There are five simple and very important reasons to 
do this. 

1. Communication between actual People: we believe the primary 
purpose of congress is communication between everyday people 
across the nation.  Without communication between normal people it 



is impossible to make decisions, pass laws or bills on behalf of 
people.  Currently congress is better at providing communication 
between Big money, lobbyists, and corporate interests than it is at 
having basic communication between normal everyday people.

2. Analysis and Data:  The People's Parallel Congress will vote on 
every bill, law, or proposal that the official congress votes on, and 
overtime the record of the People's Parallel Congress can be 
compared to the votes of the existing official United States Congress 
to analyze and compare, and then educate the people about the 
difference of a Congress for,by and of the People, and a Congress 
for, by, and of the influential Rich, corporate, lobbyists.

3. Training Ground for Official Candidates:  people who have experience 
the People’s Parallel Congress, will have a huge advantage if elected into 
congress.  They will understand the decision making systems, and have 
resources and contacts already on a national level.

4. Run a Slate against the existing congress:  By running everyone together as an 
individual slate, fundraising and national outreach will be much easier.  The 
power that comes with running a unified national campaign is MUCH better than 
simply running hundreds of fragmented campaigns at local levels all with very 
little funding.

Related Ideas:

People’s Parallel Congress
Democracy
GEP
LBP

9. People's Law Posters  (Law By People)
The  idea behind Law By People is to create law that is made for and by  people, not politicians 
and lawyers.  Our initial goal is to translate  the Deeclaration of Independence and the US 
Consitution into everyday  language that even a 8 year old can understand.  We are also working 
on  versions of the World Declaration for Interdependence.  Join us in our  collective effort to 
create law that means something to us people and  stop letting our democracy slip away into 
archaic doccuments written in  laguages spoken by people 100's of years ago, and re-claim our 
democracy  for our children and their children with simple commonsense laws that  are easy to 
read, understand, and only consit of a few pages instead of  10,000's of pages that are non-sense 
to the common person, but are the  foundation of power for laywers and the eilite.



More information: http://LawByPeople.com

10. Unity Flags
The Unity Flag is a conceptual combination of symbols and flags that represent the most  
important movements of our time.  Instead of creating a new symbol to represent the unification 
of the diversity of movements, we thought it would make a lot more sense to simply use the 
existing symbols in an iconic flag.  The Unity Flag does just that, by combining the most 
prominent symbols of the movement into a single flag.  The process is fully interactive, and 
anyone can vote on which symbols are the most important ones of our time, and the symbols can 
change over time as social movements evolve.  The Unity Flag only uses open cultural designs, 
or if it has full permissions from a trademark, this will allow the Unity Flag image itself to be 
free and open for anyone in the world to replicate and use. 

The interactive Unity Flag is created by everyone voting on all the symbols 
of the People's collective movements.  The symbols that get the most 
support then become the symbols used within the Unity Flag.  Overtime as 
social movements change and evolve, the Unity Flag can evolve as well, 
but much slower than the top priority issues and ideas. What symbols do 
you think are the most important to represent the movements of the world? 
Peace Flag, Fist, Rainbow Flag, Earth Flag, Cannabis Flag, the list goes on 
and on and you can add your own symbols and vote . . . More info on the 
Unity Flag and to vote:  http://UnityFlag.net

Unity Day
Unity Network
Unity Card
Black Unity Flag
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Fifth Section #11- #15 Priorities:

11.Unity Days

Unity Day is our annual Unity Network event, with the date chosen 
interactively though online voting.  This will be the primary day were the 
Unity Network invites everyone to come out and show support for uniting 
the diversity of people and movements of the world together, and to remind 
the governments who is really in charge. The goal is masses of people, not 
civil disobedience, which means Family Friendly and Safe!  For those who 
are more interested in civil disobedience instead of family friendly, don't 
worry, there will be a day for unified civil disobedience as well, and we will 
send more info on that when ready, but your welcome to help out.  More 
info on Unity Day and voting to choose the date: http://UnityDay.net

12.Rainbow Poker Evolution, Poker 
Galaxy, Strategy Poker, Rainbow 
Poker . . .

13.Comprehensive Plan Book
The Comprehensive Plan is an interactive methodology, actual printed step 
by step plan for the transformation of society, and an action adventure 
fictional book.
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The Interactive methodology is founded on the concept of medimorphasis 
for the transformation of a catapilar into a butterfly, as a model for the 
transformation of society. Through the Unity Network and the Community 
Elections we interactively prioritize all the ideas into a step by step plan. 
The first step gets the most resources and focus but our goal is to complete 
the entire plan just like all the agenda items listed at a meeting.  More 
Methodology info: www.wc.tc/methodology

Currently the top priority for the comprehensive plan is to launch the 
community elections to be able to start prioritizing all the ideas and evolve 
the plan in an interactive way that everyone can participate with.  For more 
on the Plan: http://wc.tc/plan

In the deep jungles of the yucatan peninsula, the last Mayan king worked 
with his priests and librarians to prepare for the battle of all battles to 
continue the Mayan writing... Http://wc.tc/TCP

14.Unituality
Unitutality combines aspects of spirituality, religion, and science to understand the mysteries of 
the universe, multi-verse, and maxi-verse energies that we strive to connect to.  This goes in 
alignment with the Unity Movement very well as ‘unity’ is already associated with a spiritual 
connotation, and we know that a successful social transformation of our world must include 
spiritual, religious, and scientific institutions, as well as political and economic ones, so we 
included them as part of the foundation of Unity.  The primary theory of Unitality is that we all 
actually exist within a fourth demential consciousness, which projects the three detentions that 
we collectively experience as a linear temporal reality.  Unituality uses the foundational theories 
of String and M Theory, Dark Energy Theories, and scientific modeling of consciousness, as well 
ancient spiritual and religious texts.

15. Community Lottery Pool
The Community lottery Pool can help fundraise for community projects and 
the Community Elections.  Although we could get lucky and eventually win 
with a lottery ticket, the goal is to help make sure that the millions of dollars 
of unclaimed prizes goes DOWN!  Almost 1 billion dollars of winnings are 
never claimed each year!!! (about 2% of the total.  We can check people’s 
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numbers for you and let you know if you won, for as little as 1% of your 
winnings. 

" # 16 Unity Network

The Unity Network uses principles of sustainability, grassroots activism, 
and collaborative decision making to help find solutions to the greatest 
problems of the 21st century.  Our goal is to support and catalyze unity 
between the diversity of people and movements across the world to work 
towards tangible social transformation and build balance with our national 
world.  Currently our general priorities involve developing new governance 
and economic system proposals based on natural ecology and 
sustainability that can help meet basic life necessities of all people, and a 
variety of other projects.

The Unity Network's methodology consists of a comprehensive unified 
strategy that we see as one of many possible options to solve our collective 
crisises. We believe there are common roots to all of our problems, and 
that there are collective solutions no matter what the problem is.   Our hope 
is to educate and help provide an open framework for any issue or group to  
collaborate together and build support.  Currently many of the roots of our 
collective problems arise from un-representative democratic systems based 
on money and elite wealth having unequally representation, so many of our 
current project are solutions to that type of issue although we have many 
other seemingly unrelated issues we also address.

Interconnections:
Community Elections, to prioritize ideas and proposals that anyone can 
input.
Unity Flag, a visual iconic symbol of unity between the peoples 
movements.
Unity Day, an annual event to support building unity between all people and 
movements.



People's Parallel Congress to create communication and representation for 
normal everyday People without influence from Money, Business, 
Lobbyists, or elite.
The Comprehensive Plan, and integrated step by step solutions to global 
crises, published along with an action adventure book.


